PERIOD FURNITURE-BUT WHAT PERIOD?
By Jim Allen
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Part 1

I started my journey into woodworking like many people do, between the years 1700 and 1900. These were innovative
as an exercise to temporarily put aside the current crisis and people that eagerly adopted the newest means and
stresses of everyday life, wanting to create something.
methods to make furniture; and make money at it. They
Starting with toy chests for my children, to small boxes, end were producing the styles of furniture that the noblemen,
tables, and garden benches, my interests continued to
bourgeoisie and new mercantile classes wanted in their
grow. After 40 years of a manufacturing management
time period.
career I joyfully retired to spend my days in the workshop.
Further readings; (see bibliography) have added to a better
During the years prior to and after becoming a full time
understanding and knowledge of furniture during earlier
participant of furniture making I made several dining tables time periods. The definition found in Collins English
in the Shaker Trestle and Colonial Farmers Kitchen styles; Dictionary for Period Furniture is:
end tables with modern updates to Queen Anne and
Mission styles, and English Garden benches that never go ● Furniture that was made during a particular period in
out of style. I never tried to focus on one particular style,
time.
but I never liked or thought about what is generally known ● Modern furniture that is made in imitation of original
as Period Furniture.
furniture from a particular period in time.
Recently I joined several of my woodworking colleagues to Wikipedia has no references to other than specific periods
build a Federal Period Tilt Top Tea table. So I began my
of furniture styles. SAPFM(Society of American Period Furniture
adventure into a Period Furniture piece. My interests were Makers) is likewise not specific on what period in history
spiked when our group started discussing methods of
their focus is. Their mission statement is “to create a forum
producing the sliding dovetail joints for attaching the legs to for the understanding, education, and appreciation of
the column, round versus square tenon to mate the top to American Period Furniture”.
the column, using hide glue versus PVA glue, and hammer
versus vacuum veneering the top, none of which I had ever Our choice and selection of furniture is always based upon
done or thought about doing. Needless to say I chose to
personal preferences that reflect the current values and
make hand cut dovetails, a square tenon, use hide glue, and geographic culture of where we live. The styles we choose
hammer veneering, because that’s how they did it in the
are steeped in the fashions of the time period and very
18th and 19th century. But this article is not about the Tea much dependent upon the economic, intellectual, and
1
Table, nor my journey into traditional methods of
political events of the day. Unfortunately the beginning of
woodworking.
the 21st century may be known as the IKEA Period!
Thankfully; none of this furniture should last more than 5 to
2
I wanted to know what was Period Furniture, or American 10 years .
Period Furniture. At a small meetings workshop in 2015, Bill
Thomas in Rindge, NH, offering me a copy of Thomas
In my readings to date the authors consistently refer to the
Hamilton Ormsbee book ”Early American Furniture
style of the time period. They have created timelines for
Makers-A Social and Biographical Study”. Originally
which these styles were in favor. The timeline graph
published in 1930, with a new edition printed in 1935. I read (Appendix A) shows the major style categories in their most
and have reread this book; thank you Bill. The book covers popular years. This was compiled through research in the
the history and methods of furniture making from the
volumes included in the bibliography.
English Jacobean Period through American Joiners and
Cabinetmakers of Nicholas Disbrowe thorough Chauncey 1
Fitzgerald, Oscar P., Four Centuries of American Furniture
(Iola,WI:
Krause
Publications, 1995), pg ix-xii
Jerome, with a lot of famous and known Cabinetmakers in
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